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Welcome to this issue of Tech Magazine.  

For years, Snap-on has been singing the praises of technicians.  We have 
run advertising campaigns and supported various trade organizations in 
an effort to communicate to the general public the value technicians add 
to society.  Every day you work on the cars, trucks, buses, emergency 
vehicles, trains, ships and aircraft that are essential to our economy and 
our way of life.  In the end, techs are the ones that keep us moving. 

No one knows more than Snap-on that today’s technicians are hardworking 
men and women with an incredible base of knowledge.  They spend more 
hours in training, more money on tools and equipment and work on more 
sophisticated technology than a majority of occupations in this country. 

Snap-on also knows that, despite these long hours, techs also contribute 
to society in many other ways.  After working all day, many technicians 
and shop owners support their local communities by teaching, coaching, 
mentoring, leading and volunteering in countless ways.  In this issue you 
will read three stories about technicians who unselfishly devote time and 
energy to help children and organizations to make the world a better place.  
You will even read about a couple of techs who traveled to Peru to repair 
a boat that carries medical workers to remote villages in need. Tech will 
bring you more of these inspiring stories in coming issues.

While we celebrate the many passions technicians enjoy outside of the 
profession, let’s also recognize those who give of themselves for the 
sake of others.  

Al Biland  
Senior VP, Snap-on Incorporated 
President, Snap-on Tools LLC
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Share your story
If you’re a professional technician and use Snap-on tools, we’d like 
to consider developing a story about you and your passion away 
from the job.

Tech readers are interested in learning more about what their 
fellow technicians do after hours. Interesting stories could focus 
on volunteer work, community service, coaching, youth education 
or sports. Are you a volunteer firefighter, paramedic, scout leader, 
vocational teacher … someone who makes a difference in your 
community? Perhaps you’re a reservist who served in Iraq or 
Afghanistan.

If you’re involved in interesting after-hours activities yourself or 
know someone who has an interesting story to tell – but is too shy 
to speak up – we’d appreciate hearing from you. Drop a note or 
send an e-mail. Include a story idea, contact information, place of 
employment and the name of your Snap-on Dealer.

Tech Magazine
Snap-on Tools
PO Box 1410
Kenosha, WI 53141-1410
TechMagazine@snapon.com

Support Tech advertisers
Tech Magazine is brought to you in part by advertisers who 
value professional technicians and your contributions to building, 
maintaining and repairing everything mechanical in the world 
around us. When possible, please support these advertisers:

5	 Snap-on	Shoes
7	 Copenhagen
9	 Kuhmo	Tires
18	 Snap-on	Diagnostics
26	 Red	Wing	Shoes
43	 Snap-on	Gloves
51	 Arctic	Cat
Back Cover	 Jasper	Engines	&	Transmissions

Log onto their web sites to learn more about their products or 
services or go to the links at snapon.com/techmagazine/. Let 
these advertisers know that you appreciate their support of 
Tech Magazine.



Letters

I have been in the auto industry since 
age 13, and I love fixing cars. I live 
and breathe automobiles. Anyway, 

here's an experience you might find 
interesting.

Recently I was given a Porsche 911 to 
diagnose. The customer’s complaint was 
that the car would stall – sometimes on 
the highway, other times on city streets.

I did the normal sensor sweeps and 
diagnostic checks. I even did a fuel 
evaluation. All turned up negative.

Eventually I gave the customer his 
car back. To my amazement, he was 
back in 45 minutes, saying the car 
had stalled again. So I went for a road 
test with him for another 45 minutes.  
Nothing happened.

Baffled, I decided to take the 
car to a friend who works at 

a dealer. As I was driving 
there, the car phone 

rang and lo and 
behold, the stalling 
occurred. I couldn’t 
believe it.

OK, now comes the 
fun part. What could 
have caused this? I 
checked everything for 
erratic behavior and came 
up empty.  When the car 
was idling, everything on it 
performed as it should.

And then it came to me in a flash: MHz. 
I called the customer and asked if any 
after-market parts had been installed. He 
said none other than new tires. Then he 
said the car phone had been activated 
through his job, and that was the break 
I needed.

Here is the resolution: When the phone 
was installed, the transceiver was placed 
too close to the car’s computer. When the 
phone rang, MHz would be emitted and 
interfere with the Porsche’s computer.

That was the first time I experienced 
this. To fix the problem, I just relocated 
the phone and he was on his merry way.

Kirk Clarke
Brooklyn, N.Y.
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Those feet of yours take their share of punishment. Walking. Standing. Cold floors. Hot sun. Water. 
Snow. Whatever it is, you’re standing in it or walking through it. You need the right tools. You know 
the right tools for your hands come from that Snap-on truck. And if you didn’t know, the right tools 
for your feet come from that same place. Snap-on work boots are comfortable, durable, and they 
make your feet look good. And they’re also comfortable – did we say that? We’ve got you covered. 
Right down to the Snap-on in your sole.

Ask your Snap-on Dealer about the complete line of Snap-on shoes. 
Or call 954-782-3244   fax 954-782-4342
for web orders www.coastalboot.com

It’s as simple as that.

If your feet can’t work,
you can’t work.

All Trademarks shown are used by permission of their respectful owners.



Nuts & Bolts

You should see the starter motor

As commercial ships keep getting 
larger, their power sources must grow 
in size to keep pace. Which leads to the 
granddaddy of them all, the Wärtsilä-
Sulzer RTA96-C turbocharged two-stroke 
diesel engine.

Designed for use in very large 
commercial container ships, this monster 
is available in 6- through 14-cylinder in-
line configurations. (Sorry, no V8s). 

The cylinder bore is just shy of 38˝ 
and the stroke is just a tad over 98˝. Each 

cylinder displaces 111,143 cubic inches 
and produces 7,780 horsepower. Total 
displacement comes out to 1,556,002 
cubic inches for the 14-cylinder version. 

Some additional facts of interest about 
the 14-cylinder version:
Engine weight: 2,300 tons
Length:  89 ft.
Height: 44 ft.
Max. output: 108,920 hp at 102 rpm
Max. torque: 5,608,312 lb/ft at 102 rpm

Fuel consumption with the pedal to the 
metal comes to 1,773 gallons per hour. 
When operating at maximum economy 
(freeway conditions) consumption drops 
down to a measly 1,660 gallons per hour. 
Of course, your mileage may vary.

What’s in a 
barrel of crude?

We’ve all heard how the price of a 
barrel of crude oil affects the price of 
gasoline, home heating oil and other 
petroleum products. If you’re curious 
what those other products are, the graphic 
shows the breakdown of products yielded 
from one barrel (42 gallons) of crude oil.

On the Web:
energy.ca.gov

Source: California Energy Commission, 
Fuels Office, PIIRA database. Based on 
2004 data.

On the Web:
ihi.co.jp/du/
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Destination

Regardless of whether you believe 
in little green men, you will enjoy 
visiting the “Alien Capitol of the 

World,” Roswell, N.M. This town of 
50,000 draws a steady stream of skeptics, 
conspiracy theorists, “abductees” and 
UFO-ologists interested in what “really 
happened” there in July, 1947.

 On the night in question, something 
“mysterious” crashed in the nearby desert. 
Air Force investigators quickly scooped 

up the debris, then issued a press release stating a “flying 
disk” had been discovered. Hours later they issued a 
retraction, claiming they actually recovered a weather 
balloon. Things died down for a few decades. 

Then, in 1978, a member of the original recovery operation 
told a reporter the weather balloon story was concocted to 
hide the truth about an alien space ship that crash-landed. 
That grabbed the media’s attention faster than an Elvis 
sighting. You can guess the rest.

Today you can experience close encounters at the UFO 
museum, UFO-themed restaurants, bookstores, and gift 
shops throughout Roswell. You can attend UFO seminars, 
visit the crash site, or witness the annual space alien 
parade, when creatures across the known universe 
commingle with us earthlings. It all adds up to an out-of-
this-world experience that is fun and sort of educational.

Interwoven among Martians and Trekkie uniforms is a 
charming, clean town that has twice received the “All 
American City” award. There is plenty here for those 
seeking more down-to-earth activities. The abundance of 
museums, trails, hunting, fishing and camping at various 
nearby state parks make Roswell a great destination, 
regardless of your planet of origin.

For more information about Roswell, visit roswellnm.org. 
To find out whether you were ever abducted by aliens,  
visit ettracker.com. 

Other Activities:
• International UFO Museum
• Alien Caffeine Espresso Bar
• Bitter Lake Wildlife Refuge
• Spring River Park and Zoo
• Bottomless Lake State Park
• Robert H. Goddard Planetarium
• General McBride Military Museum

Now what?  Other possible stops:
 

u	 White Sands Missile Range and Trinity Site 
 wsmr.army.mil 
u		Carlsbad Caverns National Park 
 carlsbad.caverns.national-park.com 
u Three Rivers Petroglyph Site 
 desertusa.com/mag98/mar/poi/du_3rivers.html 
u Gila Cliff Dwellings National Monument 
 nps.gov/gicl 

The ultimate road trip
Roswell embraces all forms of alien life - even tourists

UFO Museum in 
Roswell, N.M.

This 1947 photo 
of Brig. Gen. 
Roger Ramey 

examining 
wreckage of 

“suspicious” origin 
helped launch 
Roswell’s UFO 

tourism industry.

Photo courtesy, 
Fort Worth Star-

Telegram Photograph 
Collection, The 

University of Texas at 
Arlington Libraries
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Buy a set of 4 Kumho Tires *. Receive a $25 reward good for Snap-on tools.

www.KumhoTire.com

You choose Snap-on because you demand quality and performance from your tools. 
It stands to reason that you’re just as particular about your tires. That’s exactly

why Kumho Tires makes perfect sense for you.  It’s good to know that they’re 
the official tires of Tech Magazine. But it’s even better to find that when 

you buy a set of four Kumho Tires you’ll receive a $25 Snap-on Gift Card. 

Find the Kumho Tire Dealer nearest you at www.KumhoTireUSA.com/DealerLocator.

*Purchase a set of four Kumho ECSTA tires (excludes racing tires) between February 15th and May 15th, 2007 and receive a $25 

Snap-on Gift Card. For complete program details, visit www.KumhoTire.com.

The First Name In Tools 
   Brings You The Next Name In Tires.



T ech Rob Byers of Austin, Texas, has dedicated his life to 
helping underprivileged and at-risk children around the 
country. He gets by on about three hours sleep a night 

between juggling two jobs, writing children’s books, speaking 
to and counseling 5,000-8,000 at-risk children annually, and 
raising funds for children’s homes nationwide. 

This deeply spiritual man reaches so many children through 
his JR Brothers Ministry, collaborating with other congregations 
and some state-run organizations across the country. “I’ve been 
to 38 states and Mexico, putting on light shows, telling stories, 
and reaching out to these beautiful kids,” he says.

Rob, himself a parent of three young children, works full-time 
at Matoka, an environmental contractor in Austin, where he 
maintains their fleet of diesel trucks, skid steer loaders and other 
diesel equipment. His part-time job is at Austin Fuel Injection, 
where he repairs diesel engines.

“I’m very fortunate because the owner of Matoka, David 
Cheverere, is 100 percent behind me. He gives me the schedule 
flexibility I need. And he’s one of the most generous contributors 
we have.”

Because of his strong ties to the automotive and trucking 
industries, Rob has ample opportunities to recruit other techs 
as part of his volunteer network. “I have to say, techs are very 
giving. They are just about the most generous, caring bunch 
I know. One year, the parts department manager and all the 
counter guys at the Chevrolet dealer here in Austin pooled 
their money and went to Toys R Us and bought hundreds of Hot 
Wheels for the kids at Christmas. The toys were a big hit.”

Rob’s latest book is titled, The Adventures of Pork and Bean.  
Along with trying to avoid being eaten, the two entertaining 

characters deal with issues many 
underprivileged and at-risk children face: 
parental abuse, peer pressure, loneliness and 
prejudice, among others.

“There are so many kids who don’t have a 
parent or someone else to look up to,” he says. 
“I try to give them that, either by being there 
myself, or by facilitating the efforts of other 
caring people. For a child to come to you and 
trust you, and know that you are going to be 
involved in their lives on a consistent basis, 
it’s one of the most wonderful feelings 
in the world.” 

B y day, Steve Tiedeman is lead mechanic for 
Laidlaw Bus Services of Harrisonville, Mo. After 
work, Steve uses his hobby of racing IMCS-

type modified cars to raise money for Children’s Mercy 
Hospital and the Dream Factory, in Kansas City.

Several years ago, the child of one of Steve’s friends 
was diagnosed with leukemia. “The parents didn’t have 
the money to pay for the treatment, so Mercy Hospital 
treated their little girl for free. When I heard that, I just 
had to do something.”

So Steve organized a fundraiser, and enlisted the 
aid of his racing buddies; they have been conducting 
the fundraiser every year since. “Together we host car 
shows at the local dirt track, with participants donating 
money to enter,” Steve explains. That fundraiser raises 
thousands of dollars a year.

 Steve and other race drivers also donate their time. 
“We’ll go into Mercy Hospital’s Critical Care unit in full 
driving suits with helmets and safety equipment,” Steve 
says. “The kids love it. We give them gifts, T-shirts saying 
‘Children’s Mercy Hospital Race Crew,’ and lots of hugs.

“I pull strength from how strong these little kids are,” 
says Steve, his voice filled with emotion. “If I were in 
their shoes, I would be whining like a little baby. And 
here they are, as strong as can be.”

One year the Dream Factory brought a 4-year-old boy 
with cerebral palsy named Dakota to one of the dirt track 
races. Steve says, “We made him Grand Marshall of the 
race, and he was so happy, it brought tears to my wife’s 
and my eyes. His parents said that was the first time 
they’d seen him smile in two years. 
That’s what it’s all about.”

His friend’s daughter is now 11 
years old, and her leukemia is in 
remission. “I have three healthy 
kids and I am so grateful,” says 
Steve. “I hope I never need these 
two organizations, but I praise God 
they’re here.” 

The world can use more techs like Steve Tiedeman
   

Rob Byers makes a difference in 
countless children’s lives

What one tech can accomplish

On the Web:
jrbrothers.com

On the Web:
dreamfactoryinc.com
childrens-mercy.org
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Rob works as a diesel tech with the 
Pennsylvania Department of Transpor-
tation, but his true passion is steam. 
He started out working at his uncle’s 
garage as a youth, which was around 
the time he was bitten by the steam 
bug. “My dad had an old stationary 
steam engine and we restored it to-
gether. From then on I was hooked.”

Steam-driven engines provided 
the muscle that served as the foun-
dation of the Industrial Revolution. 
They were used to drive stand-alone 
pumps, trains, ships and various 
wheeled machines known as “trac-
tion engines.” Also referred to as 
“road locomotives,” such engines 
revolutionized road construction, 
agriculture and road haulage at 
a time when the only alternative 
prime mover was the horse-drawn 
cart. And thanks to people like Rob, 
these unique behemoths from the 
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late 1800s and early 1900s are being 
preserved through organizations and 
“steam clubs” around the country.

Clubs keep memories alive
Rob volunteers at the Rough and 

Tumble Engineer’s Historical Associ-
ation’s museum, which operates out-
side Lancaster, Pa. R&T features spec-
tator events like steam engine “races,” 
tractor pulls, sawmill operations, train 
rides and more. Located mostly in ru-
ral areas because of the space needed 
to operate shows, steam clubs give the 
public a glimpse of a bygone era when 
the external combustion engine was 
king. Back in the late 1800s and early- 
to mid-1900s, steam-billowing clouds 
marked the locations of steam engines 
as they slowly threshed acres of crops 
across America. And the loud chugs 
and whistles were a common sound 
heard in forests as these iron beasts 

When people hear the name Buffalo 
Springfield, they often think of a 1960s 

rock band famous for their influential music. But 
when Rob Donley hears that name, he thinks 
of a different kind of music, the kind made by 
steam engine whistles.

Rob is a diesel tech with the Pennsylvania 
Department of Transportation. He works on 
steam engines as a hobby.

(Continued on page 14)
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hauled tons of logs toward civilization. 
Today, an army of mechanically inclined engineers, 

techs, and farmers across the country restore, 
maintain and even use these sturdy machines with 
names like Sawyer Massey, Buffalo Springfield, and 
JI Case. 

“During ‘Spring Steam Up’ we take all sorts of re-
stored machines out to a nearby field and work them 
exactly as they did decades ago,” Rob says. “When 
you see them running at the same time, with clouds 
of steam and smoke coming up, and the sound of all 
those engines mixing together with whistles blowing 
– it’s like music in a symphony, or even a ballet.”

Rob’s favorite instrument in the chorus is a coal-
fired, Buffalo Springfield Steam Roller, which was built 
somewhere between 1919 and 1924. (The ‘60s rock 
group named themselves after the manufacturer.) 
“Most everyone here just seems to adopt one of the 

in my job working on modern-day engines. You 
can see more clearly why things today work the 
way they do, and that solid foundation helps 
in diagnosing, troubleshooting and all-around 
maintenance.

“One thing I like about steam engines is they 
don’t have all the fluffy stuff, like computers, and 
emission controls,” he says. “This is mechanics 
in its purest form. To work on them you almost 
have to be a mechanic, plumber, carpenter, 
blacksmith and machinist. And you have to 
be really stubborn because the engines can be 
stubborn, too. A good part of the work involves 
replacing steam lines and valves. There is a 
lot of cleaning and de-greasing around the 
engine, greasing the gears and drive system, 
and pulling parts to inspect for wear.”

One of Rob’s favorite modern-day tools he 
uses on the Roller is the Snap-on 3/8-inch cordless 
impact wrench. “This is about the nicest tool I have, 
both for here and for my job at Penn DOT. The batteries 
seem to last forever between charges; I use it constantly 
and I think I only charge it about once a week.”

If you think of steam engine technicians and 
engineers as a bunch of stereotypical older guys from 
a farm, guess again. R&T’s steam schools, which certify 
students for working with steam engines, are full of men 
(and, increasingly, women) from all walks of life, young 
and old. 

“My wife, Reba, got certified last year, making this a real 
family affair,” Rob says. Reba adds, “I’m very interested in 
steam because of Rob’s involvement, but it’s also a matter 
of togetherness. It gives us a chance to enjoy something 
we can share.” They have four young boys; Robbie, age 
7, twins Reuben and Richard, 5, and Ray, 2. “We’re down 
here at R&T so much, the boys are right at home,” she 
says. “They think everyone has a big old 
steam engine to ride around on.” 

That kind of early exposure to the world 
of steam increases the likelihood the 
steam bug has already bitten the Donley 
boys. But it’s their father’s enthusiasm 
that ensures the infection will be passed 
on. “I often feel like a little kid myself 
when I’m working on them,” he says. 
“The machines are heavy, they’re noisy, 
dirty, and powerful; they belch out 
smoke, and have loud whistles. You 
climb all over the machines and get 
plenty dirty, but that’s what makes it all 
so much fun.” 

machines owned by R&T, and I chose this one,” he 
says. Rob keeps the mighty roller in working order, 
standing ready to give rides and remind young and 
old alike of a more down-to-earth time, when techs 
wielded coal shovels along with wrenches and 
screwdrivers.

 “People who come up to me at the R&T events 
often have the misconception that this was used 
for rolling asphalt,” Rob says. “Actually, most of the 
roads were dirt then. It was used mainly to hard-pack 
the dirt and smooth it out. It weighs 10 tons, so you 
wouldn’t want that to run over your toes.”

No fluffy stuff
“Steam engines aren’t like today’s drive systems 

where everything is designed by computer or a team 
of engineers,” Rob says. “When I see the genius of 
the men who developed these machines by hand, 
it inspires me. This tie to the past is a definite help 

Rob says the 
machines are 
“heavy, noisy, dirty 
and powerful” 
– which is part 
of what makes 
working on them 
fun.
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by Chris Hockett 
Technical Marketing Specialist

Snap-on Diagnostics and Information Group 

M ost technicians dread seeing a repair order with a 
complaint that reads “engine dies intermittently.” I, 
on the other hand, act like a kid in a candy store when 

I visit a shop that has one in for service.
I get a chance to challenge my array of Snap-on diagnostic 

tools to find those pesky problems that elude most scanners and 
code readers. In this case study, Vantage PRO was up to the 
task and identified a problem that a scan tool alone could not 
pinpoint.

The customer complaint involved a 2001 VW Golf with a 2.0L 
four-cylinder equipped with a manual transmission. The engine 
would die after driving the car several miles and then it would 
restart immediately. The MIL would illuminate and the PCM 
would store several codes including MAF, O2, Fuel Pump Relay, 
and faults for a few other supporting systems.

I wanted to focus on what failures could set the MAF and fuel 
pump relay faults because a problem with those two systems 
could cause the engine to die. I began by printing the entire 
12-page wiring diagram of the PCM. Studying it revealed a few 
circuit relationships between the O2, MAF, and fuel pump relay 
circuits, including 12-volt circuit supply. In fact, the fuel pump 
relay provides 12 volts to all three of those circuits.

I decided that utilizing the Graphing Multimeter in Vantage 
PRO would be an excellent place to start and utilized its split-
screen mode.

I sampled some voltage signals, looking for voltage drops 
throughout the 12-volt feed circuit to the relay junction box. 
After verifying solid 12-volt signals, I decided to sample 
voltage readings at the control and the output sides of the 
fuel pump relay.

Dying Volkswagen offers a challenge 
for Vantage Pro

Image 1

out of diagnostics
Tech gets charge

After approximately three hours of operation, the engine 
began to hesitate and die. The voltage signal on the control side 
of the relay was interesting. It was showing an unacceptable 
voltage drop that gradually crept above 2 volts as the engine 
began to die. The voltage on the output side of the relay would 
dip slightly below 13 volts at the same time. (See image1).

The question was this: Why was the PCM unable to provide a 
solid ground path for a low-amperage control circuit like the fuel 
pump relay? Vantage PRO and its 2-channel lab scope provided 
the answer.

I used the low amp probe on the fuel injector circuit to analyze 
the current ramping of the injector on channel 1. As always, I 
used channel 2 as a trigger and watched the voltage signature 
of the same injector.

The patterns revealed the same voltage drop on the injector 
circuit as I was experiencing on the relay circuit. (See image 
2). This also caused all four injectors and the ignition coils to 
starve for the current necessary to create strong magnetic fields 
for proper fuel delivery and a high-quality spark.

This left two possible causes: Either the ground circuit in the 
vehicle, or the PCM itself, developed high resistance during 
extended engine operation. Testing directly at the PCM and its 
ground paths confirmed that the PCM was the culprit.

A scan tool alone does not make a complete diagnostic 
package. With this vehicle, the codes the scan tool provided gave 
a general direction only and could have misled any technician. 
There will be times like these during a technician’s career when 
a lab scope with a Graphing Multimeter will greatly reduce 
diagnostic time and actually pay for itself because you can “see” 
exactly how the electrical circuits are behaving. 

Image 2
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Thanks to Snap-on, techs like José don’t have to compromise 
on their first handheld.
Too many “affordable” handhelds don’t offer the advanced functions and upgrade capabilities top
techs need to make their investment worthwhile.

The new ETHOS from Snap-on does. You get a tool that communicates with all OBD compatible vehicles
back to 1996, takes you through nine modes of OBD-II, graphs multiple data parameters, and records
and saves data for review.

For even more power and features, get the ETHOS deluxe kit. Check out the features on the left.

So don’t just settle for “affordability.” Get unmatched power at a very competitive price. Only with 
ETHOS. Only from your Snap-on dealer.

> ethos.snapon.com      > 800-424-7226

> Affordable diagnostic power. 
That’s new. That’s ETHOSTM.

© 2007 Snap-on Incorporated. All rights reserved. SNAP-ON and ETHOS are trademarks of Snap-on Incorporated. All other marks are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. Pictures are for illustration purposes only.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

> ETHOSTM

ethos.snapon.com

( )Learn more about ETHOS at the TV network just for techs: Snap-on TV. 
www.snapon.tv
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Franchise opportunities available for those who want to be in business with the best.

IMAGINE IT’S THE FIRST DAY 
OF YOUR NEW BUSINESS,

AND IT’S ALREADY THE 
BEST IN THE WORLD.

That’s exactly how it feels to own a Snap-on franchise. We’ve been 

the #1 tool brand in the world for over 85 years. We expect nothing 

less from our franchise owners. If you have the passion that it takes 

to be in business with us and the initiative it takes to succeed,  

you’ve got what we’re looking for. We will provide outstanding 

training and support all along the way because we care about your 

success and want you to earn the rewards you deserve. To learn  

more about the brand Entrepreneur Magazine has consistently  

listed as a top 50 franchise opportunity, visit our website:

Dale Earnhardt never needed 

an actor, a stand-in, or a stunt 

double to tell his story – his 

life and driving record speak for them-

selves. “DALE” will be the first movie of its 

kind, telling the story of racing's largest 

personality through his own words and 

images. See his greatest moments, the 

stories you haven't heard, and the man 

behind the legend – all through authen-

tic race footage, original interviews, and 

never-before-seen home movies. “DALE” 

will tour over 40 U.S. cities beginning 

in February with exciting events more 

like a concert than a traditional movie.  

Snap-on proudly sponsored Dale Earn-

hardt for many years.

On the Web:
DaleTheMovie.com



Nobody’s Perfect
But this tech comes close

TechQuiz helps techs prepare
The National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) 

has developed a new series of four online self-assessment quiz-
zes to help individuals evaluate their automotive technical knowl-
edge. The new product, called TechQuiz, is quick, convenient and 
useful for both new and experienced technicians.

This evaluation can help individuals prepare for the ASE 
certification tests, or help identify areas needing improvement 
through targeted training. Since these are not pass/fail tests, 
users get a score report with details on how they did in each 
area. Each test has 40 questions.
There are four different quizzes:

Perhaps the greatest value of the TechQuiz product is the 
opportunity to experience questions asked in the ASE style. “The 
questions aren’t identical, but they give techs a good feel for what 

to expect,” said Tony Molla, vice president of communications 
for the ASE. “TechQuiz will give you an idea of where you are 
in your knowledge base and uncover some areas you need to 
brush up on.”

Molla also said employers have used the exam as part of the 
screening process for job applicants, as well as internally to help 
identify training needs.

The new self-assessment quizzes are available through the 
ASE Campus online at asecampus.com. You can also get to 
the ASE Campus by going to the ASE website at ase.com and 
clicking on the ASE Campus tab. Once there, simply create a 
profile and you can immediately access the TechQuiz self-
assessments 24/7. Each quiz costs $12.50.

and watching the 
processes they went 
through to eliminate 
certain things. I 
picked up a lot just by 
watching.”

Now Wilks has 20 
years of experience, and the younger techs no doubt look over 
his shoulder. They’ll see him using the techniques passed down 
by his mentors.

“I’m primarily diagnostic, and do some engine emissions 
and electrical work,” he said. “I handle a lot of drivability and 
electrical problems. I apply the theory to the system based on 
the information and the diagrams I have, and use the process 
of elimination.”

The challenges keep the job interesting.
“Occasionally you get a hold of one that’s been in a couple 

shops and they can’t fix it,” Wilks said. “It’s especially rewarding 
when you get to the bottom of something like that. The challenges 
and the diagnostics – that’s what keeps me in the industry.”

Wilks had previously been ASE master tech certified, but had 
let the designation lapse. He and his boss decided it was time 
to regain the certification in order to make the shop eligible to 
repair cars that fail Wisconsin emissions tests.

He took the tests, and the rest is history. “This whole thing 
kind of caught me by surprise,” Wilks said. “I don’t know what 
to say about it.”

No need to say much. The scores speak for themselves.

verybody makes mistakes, but Dave Wilks doesn’t 
make many. Wilks recently was honored for having 
the best cumulative score on nine National Institute 
for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) tests in the 

last year.
“I knew I had passed, but I didn’t know I did that well,” said 

Wilks, who received the Motor Magazine/ASE Auto Technician 
of the Year Award for his score on the A1-A8 and L1 tests.

Wilks and others were honored at the ASE annual meeting in 
San Antonio in November. 

 “I didn’t really study too much,” Wilks said. The exception 
was brushing up on automatic transmissions, which he rarely 
works on. That was about it for the studying.

Wilks can’t recall the exact score, but knows he got “two 
or three wrong” on all the tests – which have a total of about 
300 questions. He doesn’t seem to have broken a sweat while 
turning in the best score in the nation.

“I mostly relied on my experience,” Wilks said. “I’ve been 
wrenching for 20 years.”

He has no secret or system to taking the tests, but said the way 
he approaches his job helped during the exams. He learned that 
approach from mentors – including a tech named Skip Dedon, 
who gave Wilks his first job in automotive repair.

“Skip instilled in me the philosophy of, ‘OK, that fixed it, but 
why did it fix it? You need to understand that so next time you 
can get to the end result faster.’ He ingrained that analytical 
approach in me early.”

Wilks also took in valuable lessons from other techs. “You can 
learn a lot just looking over the shoulder of an experienced tech, 

E

High scorers
Dave Wilks was honored at the ASE annual meeting for 

having the highest cumulative score on nine tests. But many 
others received awards at the meeting. Among them:
• Craig Newsome of Auto Tech, Section, Ala., received the 

Snap-on/ASE Master Automobile Technician of the Year.
• Robert Spetz of Unicar Auto Body in Sparta, N.J., was 

honored as the Snap-on/ASE Master Collision Repair 
and Refinish Technician of the Year.

• James Rosencrans of Rosencrans Truck Repair in Columbia 
City, Ind., was named the Snap-on/ASE Master Medium/
Heavy Duty Truck Technician of the Year. 

Name:	 Dave	Wilks
Family:	Wife,	Kelly,	and	four	children	

between	the	ages	of	13	
and	6:	Matthew,	William,	
Nathan	and	Sarah

Career:	Jet	technician	in	the	U.S.	
Marine	Corps;	automobile	
technician	for	20	years

Current	job:	Tech	at	Anastos	Motors	
in	Kenosha,	Wis.;	the	shop	
specializes	in	European	
automobiles

Hobbies:	Outdoor	activities,	including	
camping,	fishing,	hunting

Earn your certification
Twice a year, ASE offers certification tests for automotive 

professionals. You may sign up to take one or several exams. 
If you pass at least one test and have two-years of relevant 
hands-on work experience, you earn ASE certification.

Once you are in the program, ASE offers a recertification 
track – your assurance that the Blue Seal of Excellence® 
remains a meaningful symbol of your professionalism for 
years to come.

What are the benefits?
The benefits are both personal and professional:

• By taking and passing tough, national competency 
exams, you'll have the pride of knowing that you are 
among the elite in your profession.

• You'll have the credentials to prove your competence 
to others: your co-workers, your employer, and your 
customers.

• You can expect increased respect from your peers and 
your employer.

• ASE testing can be used to gauge the effectiveness of 
the training classes and courses you are sent to by your 
employer.

• Many ASE-certified technicians report added 
responsibilities, selection for advanced training, improved 
job opportunities and salary increases. In some cases the 
certification also earns college credits. 

• Gasoline Engines
• Drive Trains
• Undercar

• Electrical/Electronic 
Systems & HVAC

On the Web:
www.asecert.org. For new map-based test center locators for CBT and Paper/
Pencil test centers visit: www.ase.com/testcenters.

Pictured, left to right, are: Ron Weiner, President of ASE; award 
winners Craig Newsome, Robert Spetz and James Rosencrans; 
Al Biland, President of Snap-on Tools Company LLC; and Mike 
Hyatt, Chairman of the ASE board of directors.
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Jet engine powers VW Beetle

Wherever Ron Patrick goes in his shiny VW Beetle, he 
draws attention. The car’s show-quality silver paint job 
makes it shimmer in the warm California sun. But it’s not 
the paint that draws the stares. It’s the 1,350-horsepower 
General Electric T58-BF aircraft jet engine jutting 23 inches 
out the back that stops observers in their tracks. 

Seeing a high-performance jet-powered car is no big 
deal around drag strips. But seeing one calmly weaving its 
way through suburban traffic? That’s another story. 

The reason Ron can drive his unusual creation on city 
pavement is because it’s street-legal. That’s right, a street-
legal, jet-powered car. 

This VW has enough power to literally launch it into the 
air, and enough heat shoots out the rear to set fire to just 
about anything within 100 feet of the 14-inch exhaust. “The 
fastest I’ve gotten it up to is 140 mph,” Ron says. “It’ll go 
much faster, but it gets too unstable after that. I built it to 
thrill me, not kill me.”

This is no chick car
You can probably relate to the idea of wrapping a car 

around an aircraft engine. But why a VW Beetle? Why 
not work with something “traditional,” like a Camaro 
or a Mustang? Ron answers, “It just wouldn’t look as 
interesting in a muscle car. This is a piece of functioning, 
technical art and I chose the Beetle because it looks great 
with this huge engine sticking out the back. I’ve since 
been told the Beetle is sort of a ‘chick car,’ but I’ve given 
it a more ‘manly’ look, if you know what I mean,” Ron 
says with a grin.

So exactly how did Ron manage to build a street-legal jet 
car? “I didn’t touch any original engine parts, or modify the 
safety and emissions equipment in any way,” he explains. 
“I’m merely ‘transporting’ a jet engine which just happens 
to be hooked up to a fuel line. Technically it’s a hybrid 
because it has two working engines, so I could ride in the 
commuter lanes with the Toyota Priuses.” 

Horsepower: 1,350 
Thrust: 1,500 lbs.
Fuel Consumption: 16 gal. per min.
Fuel: Kerosene-based jet fuel
Engine Revs: 13,000 rpm (idle), 26,000 rpm (max)
Air intake: 11,000 cfm

Cleared for Takeoff

Engine Pressure Ratio: 8:3:1
Fire Suppression: Halon System
Compressor Stages: 11
Turbine Stages: 2
Noise output: ±180 db
Top Speed: Who knows?

Crazy, not stupid
“Just because the car is street legal doesn’t mean it’s 

legal to fire up the engine in traffic,” Ron says. “I may be 
crazy but I’m not stupid. The exhaust would burn the cars 
behind me to a crisp. Plus the noise from the turbines 
would shatter eardrums.”

Despite Ron’s consideration of other drivers, there is no 
love lost between him and the state of California, which 
has been trying to ground him. “I’ve been stopped plenty 
of times, but there aren’t any laws saying a car can’t have 
a jet engine. So as long as I don’t use it on city streets, they 
can’t touch me.”

 Techs more computer-savvy
Ron knows all about engines. His company, ECM-Co., 

makes power train development, calibration and testing 
equipment for GM, Ford, and other auto manufacturers. 
He holds a PhD in mechanical engineering from Stanford 
University, which is just seconds away (as the jet-car flies) 
from his home in Sunnyvale, Calif. 

“I think techs don’t get enough respect because some 
see them only as ‘grease monkeys,’” Ron says. “They 
don’t realize kids coming out of tech schools today can 
handle sophisticated software packages, like the Snap-on 
MODIS system.”

All go, all show
A critical part of the car’s building process was the 

extensive planning. “I spent two years planning and four 
years building,” Ron says. “I dare say it would not have 
been possible to build it without my trusty Snap-on tools 
– especially the offset wrenches. Jet engines are extremely 
compact, and the wrenches’ angled heads can reach tight 
spaces and still provide sufficient leverage.”

 What makes the car even more impressive is Ron’s 
attention to detail. A consummate perfectionist, he 
custom-fabricated hundreds of components. The welds on 
the support braces are perfect – even the etched letters on 
the custom dash match the original. It truly looks like a 
production VW with a factory-installed jet engine, which 
was Ron’s goal. 

No beer that day
While Ron has avoided citations despite numerous run-

ins with the law, he has had a few “incidents.” 
“When I was on the David Letterman Show, we ran the 

car down an airport runway,” he says. “While we were 
filming, the exhaust set fire to the grass alongside.

“Another time I was at a car show, and some guys said, 
‘Hey, why don’t you fire this up, hah-hah-hah.’ They didn’t 
think it really worked, so I just let ‘er rip, right by the 
pavilion. The engine is really loud! The exhaust shot all 
sorts of garbage, paper and stuff into a fence and set fire to 
a beer kiosk. So the show’s promoters banned me for life. 
They had no sense of humor.”  

Judging by the stares Ron’s work of art generates 
whenever he tools around town, those who don’t 
appreciate it are very much in the minority. 

On the Web:
ronpatrickstuff.com

Jet powered Beetle with after-burner

Ron Patrick
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T he 2006 season is history, and guess what? It’s time 
to start thinking about next fall. Yes, we’re a nation of 
year-round whitetail fanatics.

Maybe you need a new rifle or scope … or a new stand site 
on your old property … or a new place to hunt altogether. I’ve 
pulled these topics and others off my daily weblog, the BIG BUCK 
ZONE. Use the info to get a jump-start on the 2007 season. It’ll 
be here before you know it!

Q. I’ve heard the best time to scout for deer is actually in 
the winter. Is that right? – John, Illinois
A. Yes. Go out to an old or new hunting spot and walk every 
yard of it. Scout at a good clip (it’s great exercise) and look for 
three things: well-used trails, big rubs and scrapes that bucks 
made two or three months ago during the last rut.

Whitetails are habitual. If food sources and bedding covers 
remain the same, the animals will use the same trails or make 
new ones nearby next fall. Bucks will rub and scrape on the 
same ridges and field edges where you found their old sign. 
Mark those spots on a map and come back next season.

Q. I’d like to get into shed hunting. Can you give me any 
pointers? – Gerry, New York
A. Bucks cast their racks from late December in northern states to 
March and April in the South. But “shedding time” varies widely 
across the U.S. Start by glassing winter feeding areas where deer 
congregate (corn, soybeans, hay lots, etc.) until you see few if any 
deer with antlers. Then start looking hard for their sheds.

Check feed fields, and all trails that enter and leave them. 
Bucks often walk only 100 to 300 yards and lie down out of the 
wind on the first east- or south-facing hillside. You might find 
sheds on or just off a trail, or on the bedding slope.

Sheds are not only cool souvenirs, they also tell you a lot 

about buck behavior. Say you find several sides of bone in a 50-
acre woodlot. You know several bucks wintered there, and you 
can surmise they spent time there last November and December 
as well. Some of them will be back next hunting season – you 
should return too.

Q. I’m itching for a new deer rifle. Any words of wisdom? 
– Tony, Virginia
A. Check out the Remington Model 700 CDL in 7mm Rem.Ultra.
Mag. (RUM). It’s a beautiful rifle with a walnut stock, classy 
finish, black-tipped fore-end and sleek lines.

The 7mm RUM is one of the fastest and hardest-hitting deer 
cartridges on the planet. The 140-grain Core-Lokt Ultra bullet 
sizzles at 3,400 fps. Sight-in 2” high at 100 yards and you’re 
dead-on at 250 and 3” low at 300, the max range at which you 
should shoot at a deer. If your rangefinder says a buck is farther 
than that, stalk closer.

Last season I shot four of the 140-grainers at four bucks and 
dropped them all on the spot. Well, one ran 20 feet. Give the 
7mm RUM a hard look. I think you’ll like it.

Q. What kind of scope is best for deer hunting?  
– George, Texas
A. Go with a high-quality variable in the 3X-9X or 4X-10X max 
range. A standard duplex reticle has worked great for hunting 
for 20 years, so why change?

When I’m on stand or stalking, I hunt with a 5X or 6X scope 
setting for a fairly wide field of view. When I have a rest and line 
up a 150-plus-yard shot, I crank up to 8X or 9X. I also use the 
high magnification when sighting-in off a bench.

Buy the best optic you can afford (many of my scopes cost more 
than the rifles they’re on). I use Leupold, Nikon and Swarovski 
scopes most often and recommend them.

Q. There are too many hunters and not enough bucks on 
the farm I’ve been hunting. How can I find a good new 
spot for next fall? – Parker, Georgia
A. Now is the time to start scanning aerial maps of your county 
and adjoining counties. Circle spots that intrigue you – farmers’ 
fields, ridges, creek funnels, river bottoms, etc.  Drive out and 
check the spots from the road. If there’s no house on a good-
looking property, visit the county courthouse, check the plats, 
and find out who owns it.

Start knocking on doors. Some people won’t let you hunt, and 
that is OK. Move on to the next property on your list. Sooner or 
later you’ll have luck, especially in a high-population deer area 
where the animals are hammering a landowner’s crops, azaleas, 
or fruit trees.

Once you get permission, be a good steward. If you love the 
spot and see big bucks there next fall, offer a long-term lease 
fee if you can. Some hunters don’t like the thought of leasing/
renting land, but that’s the way it is these days. If you can lock 
up a spot for you and your buddies, you’ll have great hunting 
for years.

Q. My hunting maps are outdated. Where can I get new 
ones? – Sam, Wisconsin
A. A few years ago you had to be a computer geek to 
pull maps off the Internet, but now anybody can do it. Try  
terraserver-usa.com. Type in a street/road address near a 
property and up pops an image of several thousand acres. Move 
your mouse around and zoom in on your area. Click “print” for 
a free 8x10 black-and-white map that works fine for analyzing 
and scouting deer feeding and bedding areas and travel funnels 
that link them.

For a cool aerial that you can tack up in camp, go to  
mytopo.com. Input an address or prominent land feature, move 
around and zoom in for the best image of your area. Type in your 
information and press “buy.” In a few days you’ll receive a 24x35 
black-and-white glossy of the place. Most custom aerials and 
topo maps cost less than $20.

Q. I’d like to go on a road trip for a big whitetail in 2007. 
What are some good options? – Jim, Indiana
A. If you’ve got family or friends with land in Ohio, Iowa, Illinois 
or Indiana, go out there for a week during the early November 
rut. Those states are red-hot for monster whitetails.

Most people think of Wyoming and Montana as mule deer and 
elk country, but the whitetail hunting is fantastic now. You’ll see 
a lot of game and typically 10 to 20 bucks a day. A non-resident 
has to draw a tag to hunt in the West, and most application 
deadlines are in March. Check the state websites.

My favorite destination for rifle hunting is northern 
Saskatchewan, where the bucks grow to 325 pounds and wear 
giant black, gnarly racks. I would not be surprised if the new 
world record typical or non-typical buck is shot in the province 
soon. Americans are required by law to hire an outfitter. One 
of the best is Grant Kuypers (buckparadise.com). His clients 
shoot a lot of bucks with 150- to 190-inch racks each November. 
I recently shot a 22-pointer that scored 181 with Grant. 

Don’t wait ’til 
next year

Preparing now can help land big buck

By Mike Hanback

Mike Hanback is the deer-hunting editor for Outdoor Life magazine and 

co-host of the hit new TV show “Whitetail Revolution” on the Versus 

channel. For your daily fix of deer stories, photos, hunting news, gear 

advice and discussion topics, check out his blog - bigbuckzone.com 

- powered by Outdoor Life.

On the Web:
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Nestled alongside the Mississippi River in the 
quiet little town of Clinton, Iowa (population 
27,772), lives a giant of the restoration world: 

Pelham Bros. Inc.
It’s easy to drive right past this little town. Don’t.
Once you walk inside the workshops of Pelham 

Bros., you know you’re in a very special place. 
What gives it away? The millions of dollars worth  
of vintage Mercedes Benzes, Jaquars, BMWs and  
classic Porsches.

Need a few details? Well, there is the ’55 Gull Wing 
300, awaiting new dash instruments. Over there is 
the shiny red V-12 SL 600 with the hood up and the 
‘63 190 SL convertible with red leather interior and 
luxurious ivory steering 
wheel. Don’t forget the 
’64 Porsche 356 up on 
the rack for body work, 
a beautiful black turbo 
Carrera with a bent nose 
and a Jaguar XK 120 with 
original green paint.

For the past 22 years, 
Steve Pelham and his 
crew of craftsmen have 
built a nationwide rep-
utation – especially for 
restoring vintage Mer-
cedes Benz. Steve has earned the prestigious Star 
Technician certification from Mercedes, and his 
team averages about 25 years of experience – and 
boy are they good!

Customers know they need to be patient if they 
want Steve’s team to restore a vintage vehicle. It 
might take a year or two before the guys can get to 
their baby. Then, to do it right might cost anywhere 
from $75,000 to $100,000.

When you’re known as the best, that’s the way 
it is. Big-time car collectors from all around the 
country get in line. They know about Pelham Bros. 
“I’ve never spent a nickel on advertising,” says owner 
and founder Steve Pelham. “We just rely on word of 
mouth and the business keeps coming in.”

Small-town
GIANT

Snap-on 
Chairman 
and CEO’s 
Restored T... 
page 30
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Heritage is what’s important. Finding the symbols and 
preserving heritage, especially in a history-rich company 
like Snap-on, is a priority.

When Jack Michaels saw the famous old picture of the Model T 
Snap-on delivery from the early '20s, an idea took root that would 
lead him on an odyssey he won’t soon forget.

It was probably in the back of his mind when he struck up a 
conversation with the owner of a classic old Ford he spotted one 
night while walking the dogs. Turned out the Ford guy, Keith 
Gumbinger, was an expert on Model Ts, and when the Snap-on 
Chairman and CEO started talking about recreating the vision in 
that old picture, Keith was just the man to help him get started.

“Most people thought since the company started in 1920, that 
the Model T was a 1920 model,” Jack explained. “But the cowl 
slope and the low radiator marked it as a 1923 Runabout. It was a 
roadster, and like a lot of the delivery vehicles of the day, the trunk 
box was probably custom built to a purpose.”

Jack and Keith narrowed the field, and Keith went looking for a 
’23 that Jack could use to recreate his vision.

He found one, in Colorado – a good-running, restored car that 
had the right foundation to become the Snap-on delivery T. But as 
so often happens in stories like these, one man’s restoration is 
another man’s project. Jack had been collecting cars for a long 

time and he knew some guys in Iowa who he wanted to involve in 
this project.

So the Model T headed off to Clinton, and the real story began 
in the Pelham Bros.’ shop. Right there – among the old Mercedes 
Benzes, BMWs and Porsches they were famous for – was a 1923 
Model T and an old black-and-white picture of what it was 
supposed to look like.

The rest is history –  
or heritage.

Jack Michaels with the 
Snap-on delivery

LUCK, PERSEVERANCE LEAD TO DELIVERY TRUCK

Restored to a T

Here are some samples of the types of classic automobiles 
that the Pelham team painstakingly restores to mint condition 
– often involving frame-offs. How would you like to take one 
of these beauties for a spin through the countryside?  Makes 
you yearn for those days of handcrafted workmanship – and 
earns your respect for the guys and gals who keep the faith 
to ensure these classics will always be around for future 
generations to admire. 

Custom-made oak tool drawers

(Continued on page 30)
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Steve Pelham is a quiet man with a passion for excellence in 
auto restoration. Having started as a Mercedes technician in 
1970, he learned his craft well. “We grew kind of quickly as word 
got around about us, and we were up to 12 people,” he says. 
“But then I found out I was pushing paper and not doing what I 
really loved to do – working on these vintage cars. We cut back 
to eight people. I like it a lot better this way.”

The techs 
  who set Pelham Bros. apart

Joe Gifford is a 36-year veteran tech specializing in upholstery 
work. “I was lucky to learn my trade from an old German 
immigrant,” Gifford says. Gifford also handles the painstaking 
and delicate spoke-wheel restoration at Pelham, along with 
some instrumentation work. Upholstery includes seats, interior 
tops and door panels and floors in the vintage machines.

Steve
Pelham

Joe 
Gifford

Steve Van Horn is a mechanical and 
service tech on the Benzes and BMWs. 
He’s a 27-year veteran tech and is 
shown here working on an SL 500 and 
V-12 SL 600 at the same time.

Steve
Van Horn

Covering the bodywork is Phil DeWitt. He has been a glass 
specialist for 20 years and performed bodywork for 10 years. 
When asked to pose using a power sander, he frowns and says, 
“I only sand by hand.”

Phil 
DeWitt

Technicians Eric Mussman and Dave Wilden also handle much of 
the bodywork. Both have about nine years experience. They tear 
down and sand frames, fix body panels and fenders, and do the 
reassembly. 

Mick  
Cramm

Out in the paint shop, a state-of-the-art facility, 27-year veteran 
Mick Cramm preps, sands, primes and bakes. Then he typically 
adds three coats of base and two coats of clear to these vintage 
beauties. Cramm is an ASE certified auto refinisher.

Eric Mussman & 
Dave Wilden

Other Pelham family members also play key roles in the success 
of the business. Daughter Elizabeth is an ASE certified painter 
and does all the estimating, insurance negotiations (with over 15 
companies) and also serves as the body shop foreman. Steve’s 
wife, JoLynn, and her poodle Lucy, handle customer relations 
and other company business.

Elizabeth 
Pelham

JoLynn 
Pelham
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T he little doe was getting fidgety 
as she moved cautiously along 
the tree line toward me. For a 

yearling, all her head-jerking, eye-
spinning, ear-twitching uppityness 
would make you think that she had 
been hunted hard for many years. 
But here we were in Michigan, where 
whitetail deer are persecuted from 

birth by an army of hardcore hunters, and she was already on 
red alert after only a single hunting season.

Of course that’s how I like it, and with each slow step, my heart 
pumped harder and harder in anticipation of a good bowshot at 

this challenging backstrapper. Even after more than 
50 years sneaking through the Michigan woods 
with my bow and arrows, I was still getting that 
astonishing adrenalin buzz like I do every time.

And thank God for that. I hope I never settle 
down and take these amazing encounters for 
granted. Now if I could just relax enough to make 
the shot count! What an incredible high bowhunting 
is. I remained frozen like a statue, reminding myself 

to breathe.
Recently, my old gung-ho bowhunting blood 

brother Bryan Schupbach had just shared with 
me what he considered his most painful hunting 
season ever. Having gone completely overboard 
by buying a big chunk of Iowa big buck ground 
and actually changing his residency from Michigan 
to Iowa just to qualify for annual deertags, he 

lamented the agony of defeat after pursuing a beast 
of a buck all season.

He told me how he had been watching our “Spirit 
of the Wild” TV shows of late, and how the pure joy 

exuded from every hunt reminded him that bowhunt-

On the Web:
For more spirit-hunt celebrations, order Ted’s book, 
“BLOODTRAILS II – The Truth About Bowhunting,” at 
tednugent.com or 800-343-4868.

ing is supposed to be fun. Ya think! He noted that even when the 
Old WhackMaster shoots a dainty little yearling, I verily rejoice 
the joys of a good ambush and accurate shot at the moment of 
truth, no matter how big or small my prize may be.

I cannot tell you how many e-mails and communications I 
constantly get that make the same point. There is certainly 
nothing wrong with trophy hunting, and there may very well be 
no greater sense of accomplishment than outwitting a cagey, 
wise, old, mature whitetail buck.

But when it gets to the point that you’re trying to prove 
something, qualify for some cold, heartless record book position, 
or worst of all, beat yourself up in the process, I do believe the 
spirit of the hunt has been overwhelmed by less than desirable 
aspects as to why we are out there in the first place. Everyone 
must set their own goals and determine where the deepest 
gratification comes from regarding the intensely personal, 
individual pursuit of game, but I am simply here to remind my 
fellow hunters that when it’s all said and done, we must ask 
ourselves: “Is there a big, broad smile on your face when you 
come in from the hunt, or are you pissed off?”

Good grief! Even when the beast wins, it’s supposed to be fun! 
Don’t forget that.

I am bombarded with communications from young Americans 
on a daily basis who note how much intense fun I have on our 
TV shows every time I kill a non-trophy critter. They seem to all 
mention how important it is that I always make a big deal out of 
the backstraps and sacred flesh from each and every kill. They 
also constantly note how deeply I revere each and every animal 
that I am blessed to take as a gift of sustenance for my family 
and the various Hunters For The Hungry programs.

In fact, my giddiness increases at the prospects of young, 
tender meat from the smaller beasts I kill, and the young 
Americans all mention how killing a doe or small buck looks 
like so much fun, and most importantly, something they believe 
that they can actually accomplish. They tell me how it inspires 

them to get into hunting themselves. Hallelujah and pass the 
ammo baby! Now that’s what it’s all about!

Whether you hunt Texas, Michigan, Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska, 
Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, or anywhere in deer country, more 
emphasis should be placed on the joys and the management 
benefits of killing more does. It's the ultimate introductory 
baptism for a new generation of hunters to experience all the 
joys and challenges of our grand sport.

We should also reduce the overall pressure to even make a kill, 
and spend more direct focus and communication on the spirit of 
the hunt, the natural lessons of the wild, the thrill of birdsongs 
and habitat identification, the higher level of awareness of 
stealth and sensuality, and eventually a kill will happen. Along 
the way, we create an army of diehard conservationists just like 
the young guitar player from Detroit who can’t get enough of 
the wild.

by Ted Nugent

Hunt for the 
right reason
Don’t forget 

to keep it Fun

The wiry doe finally stepped in range and looked the other way. 
I carefully came to full draw, whispered my little nerve calming 
prayer for the wildthings, and my razorsharp broadhead found 
its mark. A short but joyous bloodtrail led to yet another perfect 
ultra tender BBQ backstrap gift of protein. I’m talking perfect!

The little she-deer was so small I carried her over my shoulders 
to the trailhead and returned to the barn for the sacred processing 
ritual. The Nugents gathered around the firepit again that night, 
celebrating yet another fine meal of God’s ideal health food, 
toasting the Great Spirit of the Wild and the freedoms to live the 
American Dream. Ya can’t do this in France!	
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When Guatemala native Alex Lopez 
moved from California to Rock 
Hill, S.C., in 2002, his fledgling auto 

repair shop quickly developed a reputation for 
top-quality work. After four years of steady 
growth, Alex moved Jehova Jireh (Spanish for 
“Jesus’ Garage”) into a larger, more modern 
building in Rock Hill. 

Just three weeks later, Jehova Jireh was 
gutted by fire.

The day started out no different from any 
other workday. Alex and a couple of his techs 
were repairing a gas tank in a customer’s van. 
Everything was going according to plan; the 
experienced repair techs had taken all the 
usual safety precautions before Alex slid under 
the van to work on the problem. That’s when 
every tech’s nightmare became a reality.

“I still don’t know exactly what happened,” 
Alex says. “Somehow the tank split open and 
spilled gas all over me. There must have been 
a spark from an extension cord or something, 
because suddenly I heard a little ‘poof.’ Next 
thing I knew, I was on fire.”

Alex quickly became engulfed in flames. But 
instead of panicking and running, he dropped 
and rolled as nearby techs frantically beat down 
the flames. “When they cut the burned clothing 
off me, I was afraid to look at my arms and 
legs because I thought I would see only bones 
and burned skin,” he explains.  But strange as 
it sounds, Alex survived without any burns. No 
injuries of any kind – not even a rash.

“Like I am still telling people, ‘Jesus saved 
me that day,’” Alex says. “I can’t explain it 
any other way. I am very happy to be alive 
and healthy, and I am so glad no one else 
was hurt.”

Trust in a higher power
Unfortunately, the shop didn’t fare nearly 

as well. He lost virtually everything in the 
fire including tools, equipment, computers, 
records, and 14 cars belonging to customers. 
To make matters worse, Alex hadn’t yet signed 
the insurance papers for his new location. “I 
was going to sign the papers the very next 
day,” Alex says. 

Despite this financially devastating setback 
Alex realized things could have been far worse. 
“Sometimes something happens and it seems 
very bad at first, but then if we look closer, 
we can see how this bad thing blessed us 
in other ways. And we are able to get to 
a better place,” he says. “We only have 
to trust in a higher power.”

Weeks after his brush with death, 
Alex was already rebuilding his 
business – thanks to the support of 
friends and others in the tight-knit 
Hispanic community. “The members 
of my church have donated a lot of 
money, and there have been many 
other people offering to help us in 
any way they can. While the money is 
great, sometimes it means more to hear 
people tell you they are with you.” 

With the help of many friends, including 
Snap-on dealer Pete Green, Alex has re-
opened a new Jehova Jireh not far from the 
remains of the old. And while business is 
picking up, Alex now is more concerned 
with the truly important things in life. 
“If you lose your business you only lose 
money; tomorrow you can get more,” he 
says. “You have to take care of your life 
and your family first. Then everything else 
will fall into place.”	

A miracle in any language
Alex Lopez credits faith, not luck, for being alive today
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Gary Shue and the recent 
graduates crew the car each week.

Mention Lowe’s Motor Speedway, and 
what comes to mind? For most techs, it’s 
probably the annual NASCAR All Star Race 

or the two other NEXTEL Cup race weekends on the 
1.50-mile track. Although those races have produced 
some great fender-banging finishes among NASCAR 
legends, the annual Summer Shootout at Lowe’s 
adds new meaning to the word “shootout.”

For 10 weeks each summer, the flat 1/4-mile 
oval that includes a portion of the big-track front 
stretch comes alive with spirited Tuesday night 

class up to the pro level. Kids from 8 to 80 can try 
their hands at competitive racing during the storied 
Summer Shootout.

That’s the case with the #85 Legends car driven 
by 29-year-old Scott Ward. During the week, he’s 
a finish fabricator at Chip Ganassi Racing. On race 
weekends, he changes front tires on the #40 NEXTEL 
Cup car driven by David Stremme. Although the 
California native aspires to drive at a NASCAR level, 
for now the Summer Shootout satisfies Scott’s quest 
for competition. He’s already reached one pinnacle 

racing. The sons and daughters of many NASCAR 
drivers, crew chiefs and team members are among 
the regular competitors. Racers from as many as 
15 states gather each week in the hopes of gaining 
valuable experience, and for some at least, a 
chance to be seen by NASCAR team owners or 
their roving talent scouts.

Bracketed by age and/or experience, Legends 
Cars, Bandoleros and Thunder Roadsters take center 
stage. Weekly car counts sometimes top 200, and 
the racing action is fast and furious, from the novice 

by being part of Kurt Busch’s 2004 NEXTEL Cup 
championship team.

A unique partnership
Although the driver of the #85 Legends car is well 

credentialed, the pit crew quite ironically is made up 
of rookies. If crew chief and program manager Gary 
Shue has his way, that’s how this team will operate 
every year. For starters, the car is owned by the 
Cabarrus County School District and competes with 
the support of superintendent Dr. Harold Winkler and 

Keeping future techs on track
Racing Legends

Pictured (L-R): Sgt. Josh Pressley, Larry 
Ward, Scott Ward, Nathan Allmon, Travis 
Rice, Andrew Culp (squatting), Gary Shue 
and Luther Shue.

(Continued on page 38)
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career technical education director Emily Behm.
Shue is a retired automotive instructor at Mount 

Pleasant High School. The kids who crew the car are 
recent graduates of the technical program and are 
planning related professional careers. As evidenced 
by the 2006 red, white and blue paint scheme, the 
team also has an affiliation with the recruiting 
program of the North Carolina Army National Guard. 
During 2007, the team’s primary sponsor will be the 
Cabarrus County School District and the program will 

Spec	racing	for	the	masses	at	an	affordable	price	

was	the	1992	goal	of	H.A.	“Humpy”	Wheeler,	Lowe’s	

Motor	Speedway	president	and	general	manager,	

and	Elliott	Forbes-Robinson,	famous	road-racing	

champion.	Fifteen	years	and	thousands	of	cars	later,	

Legends	cars	are	raced	all	around	the	world	at	200	

tracks	during	more	than	2,000	competitive	events	

sanctioned	by	INEX.

Legends	5/8-scale	replicas	are	available	in	10	

body	styles	based	on	Chevrolet,	Dodge	and	Ford	

coupes	and	sedans	from	the	1930s	and	1940s.	

They	are	manufactured	in	a	100,000	sq.	ft.	facility	in	

Harrisburg,	N.C.	by	600	Racing,	Inc.,	a	subsidiary	of	

Speedway	Motorsports,	Inc.	Brief	specs	follow:

Wheelbase:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73"	

Overall	Width: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60"

Overall	Length: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10'-6"

Height:	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46"

Engine:	. . . . . . . . . . Blitz	4	(Yamaha	1250cc	sealed)

Horsepower: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .125	hp

Weight: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,080	lb.	w/o	driver

Tires:. . . . . . . . . .205/60	BF	Goodrich	Comp	TA	Hr4

Wheels:. . . . . . . . . . . . . steel,	7"	wide,	13"	diameter

Suspension:	. . . . . . . . coil	over	with	Bilstein	shocks

Frame:	 . . . . . . full	tube	frame	with	integral	roll	cage

Harness: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . five-point	harness

be expanded to include students from the district’s 
three other high schools. The state guard unit will 
continue its partnership program.

“We’ve really learned a lot about the importance 
of preparation, thinking fast and working as a team,” 
said Andrew Culp, now enrolled in a technical 
college training program for diesel mechanics in 
cooperation with Caterpillar Dealer Carolina Cat. 
“The experience has ranged from the basics of car 
set-up to pre-race adjustments and emergency 
repairs,” added Nathan Allmon, who has moved on 
to a community college with the goal of becoming a 
master automotive technician.

Fellow crewmember Travis Rice is hoping that a 
planned degree in mechanical engineering could 
qualify him for possible employment with a race 
team. Other crewmembers include Zach Barrett 
and Mark Graham. All five agree that the #85 race 
team gives them an important focus on hot summer 
nights. Snap-on torque wrenches and other hand 
tools are constant companions in stall 23 of the 
NEXTEL Cup garage.

Although the 2006 season was the first year on the 
track, the beginnings of this unique partnership can 
be traced all the way back to 1995. That’s when Dr. 
Winkler, the school district and Shue agreed to have 
the students assemble two Legends cars that were 
ultimately returned to 600 Racing. In addition to 

the hands-on experience, the two 
student groups gained valuable 
practical experience and learned 
about teamwork. This annual 
assembly of two cars continued 
for the next six years.

In 2002, the school district 
had an opportunity to acquire 
a new Legends car at a 
reduced cost. The focus of the 
education program turned 
to marketing, as the car was 

made available to various businesses as a show car. The 
students learned about partnerships and sponsorships. That’s 
how the connection with the National Guard evolved. 

Dr. Winkler and Shue had already considered the added 
potential of actually racing the car. That became possible 
when the school board agreed to allow 18-year-old graduates 
to participate in the program under the direction of the now- 
retired Shue. Sgt. John Silver and Sgt. Josh Pressley of the 
North Carolina National Guard were instrumental in making 
the connection with Scott Ward as the driver.

“This has turned into a win-win-win situation for the kids, 
the Cabarrus County School District and the National Guard,” 
said Sgt. Pressley. “Besides the exposure gained every Tuesday 
evening during the Shootout, we use the car at other events 
where young people congregate. As career counselors and 
recruiters, the car provides Sgt. Silver and me with a great 
platform for discussing signing bonuses, career opportunities, 
pay scales and college tuition reimbursement.”

Now a part-time Legends car assembler at 600 Racing, 
Shue donates his time – up to 40 hours a week – to a program 
that he truly cares about. The highlight of the 2006 season 
was a B Main win that qualified the #85 for a coveted starting 
spot in the A Main. “Everyone out here is part of one big 
family,” said Shue. “We compete hard on the track, yet we 
help each other out with needed parts, emergency repairs, 
Snap-on tools and lots of encouragement.”

Keeping future techs occupied on a couple of evenings 
each week for most of the summer is an added bonus.	

All About Legends Cars

Nathan Allmon works under 
the watchful eye of Gary Shue.

On the Web:
600Racing.com
LowesMotorSpeedway.com
Cabarrus.K12.nc.us

Fine-tuning the chassis setup is 
a team effort.
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It’s a jungle out there – especially for 
Dick Bascom.
Bascom, a tech and shop owner, 

packed up parts, Snap-on tools and his 
knowledge and headed south – very far 
south, as in Peru.

He reached his destination of San 
Regis, a village of about 1,800, after a 
few hours on one plane, seven hours 
on a second plane, a few more hours 
on a commuter plane, and an hour on 
an amphibious plane. He landed on the 
Maranon River, which is beautiful to look 
at but not much in terms of swimming 
because of the piranhas.

Shortly after arriving, Bascom and his 
traveling partner, Ronald McWilliams, 
got to work – which is the reason they 
came in the first place. As a humanitarian 
effort, the two visited San Regis to 
repair a missionary boat that brings 
medical workers to villagers along the 
river. When the engine doesn’t run, the 
boat stays in the dock – and the clinic 
is closed.

How did Bascom get this gig? 
He had visited another area 
of Peru six months earlier to 
overhaul a tractor engine 
and got it running. So when 
the missionary boat had 
significant engine trouble, 
his phone rang again.

“Who do you get to make 
a service call in the jungle 
of Peru?” Bascom asked. The 
answer, apparently, is a couple of 
Des Moines technicians.

The caller who wanted help didn’t 
have a whole lot of information. This is 
what Bascom knew before he arrived in 
San Regis:

• There are two engines on the boat.
• They are Detroit Diesel 353s.
• One engine worked all right, the 

other had “lots of smoke but no 
power.”

Bascom and McWilliams (who since 

Techs’ trek
cylinder.” A tear-down revealed that an exhaust valve had 
broken.

The good news: Bascom and McWilliams had done some 
serious planning, and actually brought a rebuilt head with them 
(at no slight inconvenience).

The bad news: You can only plan for so much.
“We found the engine needed a camshaft and we didn’t have 
one,” Bascom said. “We needed a connecting rod, and we 

didn’t have one.” Perhaps most of all, they needed a puller 
to remove the drive gear from the camshaft.

They tracked down the parts, via the town phone, in 
Lima and had them shipped to Iquitos – the town where 
they had connected on the last leg of their journey. Then 
they took the amphibious plane back to Iquitos and looked 
for a puller.

No dice. No Snap-on Dealer.
“We ended up going to a machine shop and drawing it and 

they built it,” Bascom said. “It took them a few hours.” Parts 
and labor are a little less in Iquitos than the U.S. “I think in U.S. 
money it cost something like $14,” Bascom said.

A day later the two returned to San Regis with the parts and 
newly built puller and got to work. The challenges didn’t end 
there. They just kept coming.

“The engines are in the bottom of a two-deck boat,” Bascom 
said. “It was hot, though I don’t know how hot.”

A native didn’t provide much in terms of meteorological 
expertise. When asked about the temperature, he replied,  
“Pretty hot,” Bascom said.

Removing the oil pan also proved troublesome. “The bottom 
(Continued on page 42)

Ronald McWilliams, left, 
and Dick Bascom

has become Bascom’s son-in-law) made 
some educated guesses before heading 
a few thousand miles away. They sent 
some parts ahead of time and brought 
along Snap-on tools – including torque 
wrenches, a ring compressor and feeler 
gauges.

“We figured those tools wouldn’t be 
available in Peru, and we’d need them,” 
Bascom said. They did.

“One engine was OK,” Bascom 
said. “The other was misfiring on one 

Volunteer repair job takes two to Peruvian jungle
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of the boat was in the way,” Bascom said. “We couldn’t 
lift the engine. It was really heavy. We had to find big 
pieces of pipe and pry and lift the engine on blocks. 
Then we had to do the same thing to reach other parts 
of the engine.

“It wasn’t like doing it in the shop. Fortunately, Ronald 
is very resourceful.”

McWilliams proved that again when it was time to 
fire up the diesel engine. “Diesels are hard to prime 
and get started when all the fuel galleries are empty,” 
Bascom said. “How were we going to get this going? 
We needed to pressurize the fuel tanks. If we were at 
home, that would be one thing. But we most definitely 
were not at home.”

McWilliams went to the medical area in the upper deck 
and returned with a syringe. “He filled all the galleries 
and the injectors with fuel using the syringe,” Bascom 
said. “It popped right off.”

The celebration was short-lived. A leader of the village, 
impressed that the engine was running, asked the 
technicians to repair a diesel-powered generator – which 
happened to be the village’s only power source. Two 
attempts by crews from Iquitos had previously failed.

The earlier lack of success left the village in the dark 
for an extensive period, though Bascom never did figure 
out for exactly how long. At any rate, Bascom and 
McWilliams got it running in an hour or two.

Not a bad day: The boat was once again able to provide 
its medical services, and the generator was able to power 
San Regis.

“We were glad to help,” Bascom said. “It felt good to 
do it.”

And then it was time to go home. All the two techs 
had to do was take the amphibious plane to Pucalpa, 
take a commuter plane to Lima and spend 10 hours on a 
commercial airliner (or two) to Des Moines.

“It wasn’t the most convenient trip, but it was worth 
the trouble to help them out,” Bascom said. 
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Car trouble gives instrument-
repairing teCh’s Career a boost

M any musicians recall their 
big break. Ken Beason 
thinks back fondly to his big 

breakdown.
It was 1997. Beason, a high-end 

saxophone technician, had the 
apparent misfortune of car trouble 
when his Mercedes Benz broke down 
near League City, Texas.

Beason sought out the help of Craig 
Ruffner, owner of the Autohaus, which 
specializes in Mercedes Benz repairs. It 
quickly became apparent that Ruffner 
could solve problems with Beason’s 
Mercedes that others previously 
couldn’t grasp. Why?

Ruffner explained that he was all 
about the science of auto repairing – of 
applying formulas, measuring results, 
performing diagnostics and using 
the best tools available to guarantee 
consistency.

It wasn’t long before Beason was 
restoring Mercedes Benzes at Ruffner’s 
shop, learning more about taking a 
scientific approach. Those lessons 
carried over to Beason’s saxophone 
repair business.

“I found out these measuring tools 
are terrific for my main line of work, 
which is repairing and restoring old 
saxophones,” Beason said.

The lessons paid off. Beason is 
regarded as one of the world’s foremost 
saxophone technicians, and his clients 
are among the elite in the industry. They 
include Bill Tillman of Blood, Sweat & 
Tears; David Sanborn and members 
of his band; Shelley Carrol of the Duke 
Ellington Orchestra; Jerry Bergonzi of 
the New England Conservatory; and 
members of the Ray Charles Band.

Beason is so highly regarded that 
many professional saxophone players 
have him “renovate” their instruments 
before they’ve even played them.

What makes Beason in demand? 
He credits the philosophies learned 
at Ruffner’s shop, including a 
commitment to use the best tools 
available. (“His shop is full of Snap-on 
tools,” Beason says of Ruffner.)

“What’s been really exciting is 
applying the precision techniques 
to my main business,” Beason says. 
“I actually get into the internal 
dimensions of the saxophone.”

Beason has created benchmarks 
for virtually every dimension of the 
saxophone. Some were even developed 
at metrology labs that measure the 
surface areas and internal dimensions 
of the instruments. Snap-on tools help 
Beason measure other variables and 
hit the benchmarks, just as they do for 
Ruffner back in League City.

“As I worked to improve my business, 
I needed more and more accurate 
measuring tools to come up with a 
consistent formula,” Beason explains. 
“What Snap-on basically did was open 
up a whole new world of precision.

“One basic example is torque 
screwdrivers, and using them as 
measuring instruments. Saxophones 
have adjustments for very delicate 
screw settings. That is invaluable 
when you’re doing restorations.”

A single extra turn can damage 
the saxophones, which routinely are 
valued at more than $10,000 
– and as high as $18,000. 
“I really feel better about 
repairing when I have the 
right tool in my hand,” 
Beason says.

He entered the repair 
world while a jazz perfor-
mance major at the Uni-
versity of North Texas in 
Denton, Texas. As a music 
major in the early 1980s, 
he spent some time in the 
repair shop at the school. 
There he came across an 
instrument technician, Tom 
Layton, who had the vision 
to apply technology to the 
work.

Beason saw the logic 
and success behind it. 
Those early lessons were 
implanted, but they weren’t 
fully applied when Beason 

set out to run his own instrument repair 
shop in 1983. But that was before 
what Beason calls the “fortuitous 
breakdown” in League City.

He repairs only saxophones because 
branching off would be difficult given 
the establishment of benchmarks. In 
many ways, what he does is similar to 
automobile repair, he says. “When you 
find something that works right, you 
just keep duplicating that.”

Beason and his family moved to 
Asheville, N.C., about four years ago 
to enjoy the mountains and all four 
seasons. “I can run my business 
anywhere,” he says, because the 
saxophones are shipped from all over 
the U.S.

The degree of difficulty on each job 
varies, though Beason never shies 
away from a challenge. “Give me your 
dregs and let me work on them,” he 
says. “Those are the most satisfying to 
turn around.”

Talk to Beason for a few minutes 
and it becomes obvious each 
instrument in his shop has simply 
suffered a fortuitous breakdown. 
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For more than 30 years, McPherson College has turned raw 

restoration wannabes into technique-oriented techs.

There are other restoration programs out there, but 

McPherson is widely regarded as one of the best – if not the 

best. Tech recently spoke with Jonathan D. Klinger, the school’s 

Director of Automotive Restoration Development, about what 

sets the school – and its graduates – apart.

Q. There are other restoration programs out there. What 

makes McPherson College unique?

A. The Automotive Restoration (AR) program is the only full 

restoration degree program at an accredited four-year liberal 

arts college in the world.

We teach and promote appreciation for authentic 

restorations of antique automobiles. The students are exposed 

to every aspect of restoration including: panel fabrication, 

welding, paint, upholstery, mechanical systems and rebuilding, 

machining, wood restoration, electrical systems, diagnostics, 

and final assembly. There are other classes such as CAD 

drawing and history of the automobile that are tailored 

toward this unique degree. In addition to the classes I already 

mentioned, students take general college courses and graduate 

with a bachelor of science degree.

There are other two-year or certificate programs at junior 

colleges. But, this is the only bachelor degree program 

focused on original and authentic restoration offered at an 

accredited college.

Q. How did the program get started?

A. It was started in 1976 through the generosity of a local 

entrepreneur and car collector, Gaines “Smokey” Billue. He saw 

a need in the future for skilled workers to be trained in the art 

of restoration – skills that he knew were becoming lost as the 

people who grew up with those cars were dying. He donated 

most of his car collection and a significant amount of cash to 

fund the development and founding of the AR program.

Q. What kind of jobs do students typically land after 

graduation?

A. If you think about the collector car industry, it is a multi-

billion dollar industry that has seen very rapid growth in 

recent years. Our graduates have an edge over many other 

people because obtaining a degree from McPherson College 

demonstrates that they have been exposed to all aspects of 

restoration. The majority of our graduates are employed by 

restoration shops, museums, and private collections. But, there 

are many opportunities outside of what I just mentioned to 

pursue within this industry.

Q. Are students typically straight out of high school or 

do they have some experience as techs?

A. The majority are “traditional age” college students, 

meaning just out of high school or a junior college. But, we 

also have “non-traditional” (I get in trouble for saying “older”) 

students of all ages. Some come back to make a career 

change and other people have been fortunate to realize an 

early retirement and are now fulfilling a dream. We also have 

some females in the program.

Q. What kind of hands-on activities are there? 

A. They range from individual exercises, such as fabricating a 

fender or gas tank or sewing a mock seat cover, to introducing 

a new technique to working on one of our project cars. This 

is a very hands-on program where students get their hands 

dirty. There are a large variety of vehicles in the shop. Some 

examples are a 1917 Willys Knight touring car, a 1923 Ford 

Model T, a 1929 Ford Model A woody wagon, a 1928 Franklin, 

a 1936 Buick, an exact replica of the 1886 Benz three-wheeler 

(by Carl Benz of Mercedes-Benz, the first patented motor car), 

and a 1968 Chevrolet Camaro RS convertible to be sold at the 

2007 Barrett-Jackson auction.

Q. What should techs interested in restoration careers 

look for in a school?

A. They should look for the variety of courses offered and if the 

techniques of restoration are taught rather than collision and 

repair or basic mechanical rebuilding. 

Small college sets the table for careers in restorationA school with tools

Q. Is it tough to get into your school? What are the 
admissions requirements?
A. We fill up every year and have a waiting list. You 
must first be accepted to McPherson College, then 
submit a portfolio to the AR program to be considered 
for acceptance. The portfolio consists of three letters 
of recommendation, an essay outlining your career 
goals and objectives, details and photographs on any 
restoration experience, and a short research piece 
on a topic of your choice relating to the restoration 
industry. A myth is that you have to have previous 
experience working on cars to be accepted. This is 
not true at all. I would recommend anyone who is 
interested should contact McPherson College two 
years prior to when they want to be accepted.

Q. What are your ties to Jay Leno?
A. As you know, Jay is an avid collector of cars and motorcycles and very active 
in the collector car industry. He promotes and supports the AR program in many 
ways. When he tells people about McPherson College ... they listen to him! That 
type of publicity is priceless to us.

Q. Where do you get the cars to restore?
A. Virtually every car worked on by the students is owned by McPherson 
College and has been donated to the AR program. This is a private college 
and any donation is tax deductible. Another common myth is that we take on 
outside restoration work for people wanting to have their car restored. This is 
not true.

Q. What happens to the cars that are restored during the classes?
A. They are sold upon completion to help generate additional awareness 
and funding for the AR program. 

McPherson College … At A Glance
Location: McPherson, Kansas
Cost: Close to $22,000 for tuition, room and board in 2006-07; 

scholarships and grants available.
Phone: 800.365.7402

On the Web:
mcpherson.edu
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Tech-nology

Cool Stuff

Off and running
The DAYTONA 3.0 work shoe uses rugged direct-attached 
construction, making it lightweight and comfortable. The 
all leather uppers are fully lined, which makes this shoe 
a hard worker that you can wear on the job all day – and 
then to happy hour.

See your Snap-on Dealer for more information.

Remote (con)troll
You’ve bought 22 feet of boat. Why not make the most if it? The 

ultra-convenient CoPilot™ wireless trolling motor accessory 
features a wireless remote control that enables you to turn 

the motor on or off, control speed and steer from 
anywhere on the boat. It opens up a whole new 
way to go after that trophy bass. Attach the 
remote to your fishing rod, wrist or belt for 

easy-to-reach convenience. Compatible 
with all Minn Kota PowerDrive™ 

motors.

$149 minnkotamotors.com

Eat my sawdust
You probably didn’t even know NASCAR had an official chainsaw. Well, they 
have an official pickup truck, so why not an official chainsaw to toss in the 

back? Made by Husqvarna, the 3.2 hp Model 350 has many of the features 
normally found on professional saws. It features a damping system 

that isolates the handles from the engine for exceptionally low 
vibration, a side-mounted chain tension adjustment and is 
equipped with a variable chain oiler. The slim body, high 
center of gravity and low weight make this awesome saw very 

easy to work with in most conditions. No word on how well 
it handles through turn three, but it’s guaranteed to 
leave competitors in your sawdust.

$329.95 husqvarna.com

Golden Boys
Two Snap-on Special Editions of the award-
winning Golden Boy .22LR lever action rifle 

from Henry Repeating Arms are now available. 
They include a gleaming receiver and awesome 
20-inch octagon barrel. One edition (H004GD) 

features a laser-etched and hand-painted “Get it 
Done” logo on the American walnut buttstock, 

and the Snap-on Tools logo embellishes the 
receiver. MSRP is $529.95.

The other edition (H004TD) has a “Snap-on – 
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE” logo laser-etched into 
its American walnut buttstock. MSRP is $449.95. 

Contact your nearest Henry Repeating Arms 
dealer or e-mail Info@HenryRepeating.com.

henryrepeating.com

A helping hand
Snap-on's new high-performance work gloves with 
SuperCuff™ technology set a new standard of comfort and 
quality. The SuperCuff™ eliminates the traditional binding 
elastic cuff. This allows you to move your wrists freely, and 
with three different styles to choose from, the SuperCuffs™ 
are perfect for any application.

See your Snap-on dealer today and “Give ‘em a Hand.”

Portable protection
You never know when a disaster will strike. That’s why the 
American Red Cross recommends each household have a battery-
powered or hand-crank radio for vital information during a 
crisis. The Red Cross-certified FR400 Emergency Radio by Etón 
features: AM/FM/NOAA/TV1/TV2-VHF; all seven NOAA Weather 
channels plus “alert” function; hand-crank power generator; LED 
emergency flasher and siren; a phone charger; and other life-
saving features. It even comes with a guide that highlights the 
important steps to protect yourself and your loved ones in case of a 
disaster. Its compact size makes the FR400 an ideal companion for 
the outdoorsman as well.

  $60 etoncorp.com

Product users get a break
The Raybestos® brand brakes product line-up has been revamped. 
The new Raybestos® brand brakes friction product lines 
consolidate 10 different product offerings into the company’s 
three new levels of friction. This transition 
eliminates confusion between sub-brands and 
makes it easier for technicians and counter 
professionals to locate the product they need. 
A new consolidated product line provides 
Raybestos® brand brakes’ customers with 
increased application coverage, a competitive 
pricing structure, and a simplified selection 
process for the company’s friction, rotor and 
hydraulic products. Critical to the success of the 
product transition is comprehensive customer 
support, including sales and product training, a 
24/7 hotline, new catalogs, exciting marketing, 
and streamlined distribution.

raybestos.com
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Rear View

TELL  US  ABOUT

YOUR	RIDE
Share your ride with your fellow Tech 

readers. Just mail a brief description and 
a photo or send an e-mail with a digital 

photo to:
Tech Magazine
Snap-on Tools
PO Box 1410

Kenosha, WI 53141-1410
TechMagazine@Snapon.com

Before the age of 10, Harold Hall had 
become an accomplished model 

builder. Street rods were his specialty.
Fast forward to the present. As the 

owner of Carolina Street Rods and  
H-Square Machining in West Jefferson, 
N.C., Harold is an accomplished street 
rod builder and still loves the challenge 
of each new project.

Exhibit A is “Yeller,” the ‘51 Ford F-1 
pickup that Harold purchased from a 
customer. This ground-up restoration is a 
great example of his penchant for detail. 
An all-Chevy driveline includes a 350 cu. 
in. LT1, a 4L60E automatic transmission 
and an S-10 rear end. He handled the 
mechanicals, all bodywork, and painting, 
even the interior.

The Corvette millennium yellow by 
Dupont attracts plenty of attention and 
has helped win many awards. Harold 
also credits Yeller with helping him 
walk away with two trophies at the 2002  
F-100 Nationals – the Truck of the Year 
and his wife, Lori. They met while she 
was showing her ‘56 F-100 Big Window.

Today, those street rod models that 
Harold built as a youngster are on 
display in the showroom of his business. 
His street rod projects are in the hands 
of satisfied customers all across the 
United States.

When it comes to his tools, Harold has 
two primary reasons that he specifies 
Snap-on – unmatched quality and a 
great dealer.
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*ATVs can be hazardous to operate. For your safety always wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing. Never ride on paved surfaces or public roads. Never carry a passenger on a single rider ATV; never engage in stunt driving; riding and alcohol/drugs don't mix and
could cause injury or even death. Avoid excessive speeds and be particularly careful on difficult terrain. The Arctic Cat ATV may not be ridden by anyone under 16 years of age. Arctic Cat recommends that all riders take a training course, and that they read and understand their
owner's manual before operation. Along with concerned conservationists everywhere, Arctic Cat urges you to "Tread Lightly" on public and private lands. Ride only on designated areas or trails. Preserve your future riding opportunities by showing respect for the environment, local

laws, and the rights of others when riding. For safety or training information in the U.S., call the ATV Safety Institute at (800) 887-2887. In Canada, see your dealer. ©2006 Arctic Cat Sales Inc., ® Trademarks of Arctic Cat Inc., Thief River Falls, MN 56701. Arctic
Cat ATVs are world-class products from Arctic Cat Inc.

WWW.ARCTICCAT.COM

Power. Seating Capacity. Versatility. You’ve never seen a Quad quite like the new

multi-purpose Arctic Cat 650 TRV PLUS. Engineered with an extended wheelbase, the

650 TRV PLUS comes standard with a two-rider seat back for trail riding. Time for a

change? All you need is a pin to add a removable rear Speedrack™ or a full-sized

cargo box that gives you the same cargo capacity as a

TBX. At Arctic Cat we really do give you More to Go On.

HAUL
!#%@

INTRODUCING THE NEW 3-IN-1
ARCTIC CAT 650 TRV PLUS
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